Hard, staccato Hungarian, soft, spineless Polish, the by now quite familiar and pleasant sound of German, musical French and Italian, unintelligible and indescribable Chinese and Egyptian, English as spoken by the natives of The Bronx and Brooklyn, Dutch and the Swiss dialect, which sound like a throat ailment—all these, and more—all the languages of the civilized world—are heard in the Studentenheim of the University of Zurich and the Federal Polytechnical Institute. The Studentenheim, a kind of a Student union, is where a large number of the cosmopolitan student population comes to eat a good meal for thirty cents, to listen to the radio, to read the Pester Lloyd, the Allgemeine Handelsblad, the Corriere della Sera, and thirty other newspapers from everywhere, to play or knit, or bitz chess, cards and billiards, and simply to loaf. If there were more pretty girls, coca-colas, and no chess games, it would be just like the Union at Norman.

Polyglot is the word for the student body here. Nearly everyone can speak from three to five or six languages; the word of greeting is the French salut, the conversation is usually in German, and the word of parting is the Italian ciao, pronounced chow. The combined enrolment of the two schools is around three thousand; about a fourth are foreigners, and among the Swiss themselves four languages are spoken—German, French, Italian, and Romanisch.

Life in this international atmosphere is friendly and interesting. But the atmosphere at the university itself, where most of the students are Swiss, is quite a contrast. At a quarter past the hour the bell rings, and the students quickly enter the classroom, for when anyone comes after the lecture has started the whole class loudly shuffles its feet on the floor and makes the tardy one dart into the nearest seat with a pink smile of embarrassment. The professor enters, mounts onto his kind of pulpit affair, says, “Ladies and gentlemen,” and then lectures for forty-five minutes; the lecture is learned, marvelously organized and developed, and usually hopeless and colorless. If the class is especially impressed by the lecturer, it stamps its feet in approval when he makes his entrance, when he says something during the lecture that meets its special approval, or when he makes his exit.

The bell rings at the end of the period, the professor steps down from his dais, marches out the door and into the room where he and his colleagues wait until the next class. If a student wants to ask for advice, he usually has to look on the bulletin board in the hall, where he will find that Professor Schmidt’s conference hour is Saturday from eleven to twelve in his home. Personal contacts among the students are almost as difficult to make as with the professors. Unless you went to the same preparatory school, or met on a skiing trip in the mountains, it is not likely you will even nod to each other, although you may have the same class together every day. Because cutting is unrestricted and hence no roll is called, it is not at all impossible to not know a single fellow student even by name at the end of the semester. Fortunately, however, this chilly atmosphere dissipates from time to time and you finally make a few friends, so that if you look for them you may find someone to talk to between classes.

There is no student social life as we understand it. It is true there are several fraternities, but their activity consists of wearing circus band caps and carrying canes, shaking hands with each other, and drinking beer together. There is practically no duelling here in the fraternities; anyone with a scar on his left cheek is immediately known for a fraternity man from a German university. Dates with the coeds are very rare; not much dancing is done, for the dance floors here are small and crowded, and the orchestra quits at eleven.

There are no varsity or intramural athletics, the university having no facilities for them. Instead there are student tennis, rowing and hockey clubs that use private facilities. The biggest sport here is skiing. Excellent skiing fields are within an hour or two from Zurich, while some of the most famous in the world are two and three hours away—Davos, Arosa, and the Engadin. Special sport tickets on the Federal railway give the opportunity for hordes of people to make weekend skiing trips into the mountains.

The American student colony here is quite large. There are about sixty medical students from New York City who came here principally because they could not gain admittance to an American medical school on account of their racial descent, and a half dozen others studying other subjects. The boys from New York are making a good bargain out of it, though, for the medical school here is one of the best, and living is somewhat cheaper than in America. I avoid them as much as possible, because I can’t learn any German when I am with Americans. They can easily be distinguished at sight by their dress and by their table manners—I still hold my fork in my right hand too! At the immatriculation ceremony they were plainly distinguishable. The ceremony consists of an address of welcome to the new students by the rector, followed by the presentation of their university credentials. The European students would march up to the front of the auditorium when their names were called, and snap into a bow and click their heels as they shook the rector’s hand and received their papers.

The Americans would walk up, and and shaking hands with the rector, their entire posture and movement would express something like, “Thanks a lot, Prexy.”

The most important thing one receives at this ceremony is a Legitimationskarte or identification card. With the photograph of the bearer on it, it serves as a kind of privilege card. Many stores, and all book stores, honor it for a ten per cent discount; with it good seats at the opera, theater, and concert hall can be obtained for a fixed price of sixty cents, and at most cinemas for ten to twenty cents less than the usual price.

Living in general is cheaper than in the states, sixty dollars a month, exclusive of money for clothes, being enough to live on quite comfortably. Compared to the rest of Europe, however, it is very expensive here, according to the complaints of the foreigners.

Much has been said and written about the superiority of European students to American. When comparisons are made it should be remembered that the European students are usually two years older in their first university year than the American. They are all men and wo-
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to organic unity with the great scheme of higher education of the so-called extra-curricular activities. Just in proportion as we see the meaning of adolescence, youth, as of great bundles of instincts, hungers and thirsts, high and low, just as we recognize the legitimacy of every one of these instincts in its place, and in due proportion, has come the attempt to weave these trends and passions of youth, and lead them into captivity by the great intellectual condition of our race, to humanize and to intellectualize this heritage of the natural man.

And our youth of yesterday and until today fed on the current literature of the cave man, are turning unmistakably, of their own choice to that other great party in literature, the party of discipline, the party that recognizes that not only lust and anger and fear reflects the voices of extinction but triumphant generations that speak through youth, but also there is within us a regulative passion, a desire to put one's life in order, which comes down from a remote past. Man is the order-making creature. And this hunger for discipline is all about us, growing in intensity every since the backwash of the Great war.
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